Boss Pigg Films
Mission Statement
Donald Trump is destroying this country. Don’t be one of those who someday confess they did
nothing to stand in his way.
Take action. With us. We have a novel idea. And it will take pennies not millions.
We are going to take a page out of Trump’s playbook and turn it on him. He made 2016 so ugly
that enough swing state Democrats stayed home out of disgust, handing him the keys to the
White House.
We propose to do the same. We shall make it easier for suburban women to stay home on
Election Day 2020.
How?
Not politics. The Congressional Democrats tried that and failed. They failed to have Trump
removed from office through impeachment. They failed because they used high-minded reason
and political ideals against a crass, crude and bombastic showman.
The lesson learned from their failure is clear: Only theatre can take down a showman.
We propose a series of ten short (ie 2 minutes or less) films made to go viral on social media
throughout this year. The films will feature the likeably flamboyant rogue Boss Pigg – complete
with his Good Ol’ Boy Southron Charm – defending the horrific behavior of Trump as President
– thus pointing out just what kind of America we can expect with four more years of Trump at
the helm:
– girls and women preyed upon
– polluted lakes and rivers
– babies thrown in cages
– mounting gun violence
– intensifying racist attacks

– increased income inequality
– worsening climate change
– corrosive corruption
And other topics.
All films are written and produced with swing state suburban women in mind as the audience.
All films strive to give these reluctant voters the excuse they need to stay home on Election Day
2020.
Let’s not be the ones who did nothing as this crook destroyed all that is beautiful in our country.
Let’s take action. Together.
#StrongerTogether
Jeff Stilwell Studio
Executive Producer Manya Vee brings a wealth of production experience to the Boss Pigg
Films. She has worn many hats over the decades as director, light tech, sound tech, makeup
and costume designer, editor, producer and executive producer. She has helmed over sixty
small budget This Is It! films – comedic opinion pieces, starring Jeff Stilwell and detailing the
follies of the Trump administration on questions as varied as immigration, climate change,
income inequality and other firebrand topics.
Stlwell has seen fifteen of his plays produced in and around the Seattle theatre scene over the
past two decades. His plays have earned numerous laurels such as "an intense dramatic
comedy you don't want to miss...an uninterrupted 90-minute power pack with something to say,"
for his One Tile Short and "a trip and a half in a little more than a hour and a half through an
Alice-like wonderland and a half; ground-breaking in ways more than one," for his Teacup Tipsy.
His political cartoons are enjoyed daily on Twitter (@StilwellWrites) by almost twenty thousand
Followers, regularly generating well over three hundred thousand Impressions a month and
several hundred Likes daily.

